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By Manuel Pedro Ferreira

Taylor Francis Ltd, United Kingdom, 2012. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. This book presents together a number of path-breaking essays on different aspects of
medieval music in France written by Manuel Pedro Ferreira, who is well known for his work on the
medieval cantigas and Iberian liturgical sources. The first essay is a tour-de-force of detective work:
an odd E-flat in two 16th-century antiphoners leads to the identification of a Gregorian responsory
as a Gallican version of a seventh-century Hispanic melody. The second rediscovers a long-
forgotten hypothesis concerning the microtonal character of some French 11th-century neumes. In
the paper Is it polyphony? an even riskier hypothesis is arrived at: Do the origins of Aquitanian free
organum lie on the instrumental accompaniment of newly composed devotional versus? The
Cistercian attitude towards polyphonic singing, mirrored in musical sources kept in peripheral
nunneries, is the subject of the following essay. The intellectual and sociological nature of the
Parisian motet is the central concern of the following two essays, which, after a survey of concepts
of temporality in the trouvere and polyphonic repertories, establish it as the conceptual foundation
of subsequent European schools of composition. It is possible then to...
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A fresh e-book with a new viewpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am happy to explain how here is the very best
ebook i actually have study during my individual lifestyle and may be he greatest pdf for actually.
-- Dia na  Fla tley-- Dia na  Fla tley

This type of ebook is every little thing and made me looking ahead of time and more. It is among the most amazing book i actually have read through. Its
been designed in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is simply soon a er i finished reading through this pdf in which actually transformed me, change
the way i believe.
-- Dr . Ron K ova cek-- Dr . Ron K ova cek
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